The dramatic and increasing availabilty of relatively cheap computer power has led people to tout microcomputers as the solution to education and training problems. However, such panaceas for educational problems fail because they do not address the real ingredients for successful instruction or the problems of large-scale implementation. Improvement in instruction, computer-based or not, will be a relatively slow, evolutionary process because: (1) attempts to improve instructional quality using systems approaches have shown how difficult it is to do and to manage; (2) use of computer-based instructional tools is in a rudimentary state of development; (3) improvements in instructional design technology depend on still-developing changes in the scientific base provided by the cognitive and computer sciences; and (4) any widespread use of computer-based instruction (CBI) requires thesacquilition an4 standardization of programs, provision for their distribution, and their incorporation into schooling. Therefore, the prospects for attaining large increments in instructional effectiveness depend on understanding of instructional psychology and cognitive science, and on the ability to implement CBI on a large enough scale to make a difference. The potential for improvement in instructional quality is here, and progress will be made, but it will not be rapid or revolutionary. (Author /WIN) *********************************************************************** * Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made a * from the original document. * *********************************************************************** The dramatic and increasing availability of relatively cheap computer power his led people to tout microcomputers as the solution to the problems of education and training. We feel that this is misleading. This is another panacea for educational problems that is likely to follow earlier ones like teaching machines, programmed instruction, and main-frame OM The reason panaceas like these fail is that none of them address the real ingredients for successful instruction or the problems of large-scale implementation. Improvement in instruction. computer-based or not, will be a relatively slow, evolutionary process. Four reasons for this assertion are discussed in this paper. (1) Attempts to improve instructional quality using systems approaches have shown how difficult it is to do and to manage. (2) The use of computer-based instructional tools is in a rudimentary state of development. (3) Improvements in instructional design technology depend on still developing changes in the scientific base provided by the cognitive and computer sciences. (4) Any widespread use of computer-based instruction requites the acquisition and standardization of programs, proviiion for their distribution, and their incorporation into schooling. Therefore, the prospects for attaining large increments in instructional effectiveness, depend not on the availability of computing power or even computer programming per se. but on our understanding of instructional psychology and cognitive science, and on our ability to implement it on any scale big enough to make a difference. The potential for improvement in instructional quality is here. We are optimistic that progress will be made, but we do not expect it to be rapid or revolutionary.
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Introduction
The use of modern computer-based gadgets for instructional purposes is being advocated widely. The advocacy is based mostly on the assumption that computer-based instruction can solve many of the nation's educational problems. In newspapers, magazines, and on television, advertisements suggest that computer-based instruction is effective, fun, can answer concern for the 'decline' in educational quality, and provide business, industry, and the military efficient and effective means of training personnel. Already, 5D-450% of the nations schools reportedly use computers in classrooms (e.g., Newsweek, 1983) . Although the use of this gadgetry will continue to increase simply because of its availability and declining costs, we are dubious about the assumption or hope that its presence will improve the quality of education and training, at least over the near term. It is not that CBI systems cannot be effective; they can be, and some are. Recent reviews thoroughly summarize many demonstrations of the effectiveness gains (Xearsitoy, 1983 , ICearsley, Hunter & Seidel, 1983 , Orlanaky & String, 1980 . But, while affordable hardware is a necessary ingredient for widespread effectiveness of CBI, it is not sufficient. Several other ingredients are necesssuy: good instructional design which uses computer power in appropriate ways, supportable and transportable software, and I attention teilhe ongbing ihttructional systems into which CHI may be inserted.
In the rest of the paper we will present support for the thesis that improvement of 3 BEST COPY .fiVAI! it.
. 1 -BEST COPY AVAILABLE instruction through CB. will be a relatively slow, evolutionary process. Reasons for this are that (I) instructional crtality is difficult to achieve regardless of the method of delivery, (2) 1 the use of computers s instructional tools is in a rudimentary state of development, (3) 1 improvements in either 'instructional design or computer-based delivery will depend an funds-1 mental changes in the Scientific base, and (4) systematic planning for acquiring, standardizing and distributing proven instructional programs, and for incorporating them into schooling has not been done.
First, we review some attempts to improve quality througn the development and implementation of systematic approaches to instructional design. These attempts have not been very successful, and their refinement will take time. Second, we briefly review some developments that have led to common forms of CBI and show that the advantage of using CBI is often unclear. Third, we then show that the problems with both instructional design and with traditional CBI are due largely to shortcomings in the underlying scientific base of the psychology of learning and instruction. Fourth, we describe developments in cognitive and instructional psychology and in computer science and artificial intelligence which provide hope that a better scientific base will develop, and we describe particular CBI systems which have 4111kmen built on these developments. Finally, we discuss some things that can be done to provide a means for the widespread distribution and life-cycle support of CBI systems that have been found to be effective for specific purposes.
I
One fundamental belief we hold is that the adequacy of instruction (any instruction, not just am) depends on the amount and quality of the planning that goes into its design, development, implementation, and evalnation. Assuming that computers in the classroom will automatically improve instruction ignores the complexity and difficulty of making instruction effective in the first place. Effective instruction depends on determining what is to be learned, not just at some gross 'top' level, but in sufficient detail so that intermediate learning Instructional Quality Occurs by Design 2r4 1M, requirements for the eventual development of expertise can be identified. Effective instruction also depends on being able to contrive situations and interchanges to promote student learning. Quality depends on how well the knowledge structures underlying performance can be described, the instructional theory used to guide the learning analysis, the design of lessons, the design of the instruction itself, and the planning for diagnosis and remediation.
Only atter this design work should judgments be made about whether and how to incorporate computer aids for instructing, how many are needed, how to manage their introduction into the program, and so forth. of 'that's the way I learned it,' and instruction is usually conceived as group-paced lecture with books for self-study. Further, people's artistry also varies. While one artist may design instruction that communicates very efficiently, another person may produce barely comprehensible 'instruction.' Thus, instability or v-' _ability is built into the instructional development process.
Evolution of Instructional Systems Development Approaches
During the mid 19503 training developers recognizes the need to guarantee job relevance and to monitor inadequacies in learning systematically. Starting from a behavioristic frame. work, they began developing techniques to stabilize and structure the process of training development, to insure the relevance of training for peoples' jobs, and to make instruction efficient. This approach, adapted from those used in Operations Research and Systems Engineering (Churchman, 1968) for the development of veapon systems led to the develop-tnent of systematic instructional design methods, currently called Instructional Systems D -sign (ISD).
The ISD procedures evolved from a conviction that the systems analysis approach, coupled with a behavioral view of learning and instruction, could simplify the complex task of developing programs of instruction. The method had been applied successfully to numerous problems whose complexity strained any one person's ability to comprehend and accomplish a task, such as, the project that put man on the moon (Carter, 1973) . As applied to curriculum development, a group of experts in management, logistics, educstionitraining, systems planning and other fields generated model procedures to simplify day-to-day tasks. For example, training experts might devise checklists or other outlines to remind them of steps in development that had to be carried out, and to record when they had done so. Such procedures help experts determine what to do next, but do not supplant the intelligence or knowledge needed to carry on the activity (Montemerlo & Tennyson, 1976; Monternerio, 1979a; Andrews & Goodson, 1980) . During the 1960's, there was a shift away from the reliance upOn teams of experts, toward development of formal procedures; models, and design decision aids that would enable relatively inexperienced persons to design instruction. These procedures and aids were elaborate forms of the simple models and checklists used by the experts. The prospect of being able to use less experienced people to develop training appealed to managers of military instruction programs because experts were scarceand still areand job rotation restricts the buildup of expertise. Over 100 manuals were published telling how to design and develop programs of instruction (Monte:merits & Tennyson, 1976; Andrews & Goodson, 1980 , Gustafson, 1978 .
Although all these procedures differ in some details, they share a common approach.
They analyze jobs to determine training objectives; they develop teats to assess whether trainees are progressing toward objectives; and they gear instruction toward specific learning goals that are tied to the objectives. In addition, they attempt to lay on* how to decide upon the instructional presentations in d.tail sufficient to minimize the level of experience needed in instructional development and techn In summary, in instructional design technology there has been an attempt to circumvent the problems of intuition and artistry by introducing systematic management techniques for training analysis and design in behavioral tenns. Further, attempts have been made to overcome the lack of expertise by proceduralizing the process with detailed guides. Unfortunately, people still don't seem to do training development very well.
The Effectiveness of ISD Leaves Room for Improvement Some evidence of the lack of quality comes from a recent effort by Stern and Fredericks (1982) at our Center. They evaluated a module of a Navy course that had just been redone using ISD procedures. The lessons were to train people how to verify the correctness of messages typed on a form to be read by an optical character reader. Students were having problems learning from the lessons and instructors suggested that they needed revision. The main constituents of instruction, ix., objectives, tests and learning materials, were found to be flawed even after revision according to LSD procedures. Some objectives were not related closely to the performance or knowledge required by the job. Testing did not always measure the performance or knowledge as specified in the objectives. Instruction was often not geared to the objectives or to the tests, and, as a result, was often confusing and otherwise inadequate.
An extensive review of the implementation of ISD methods by 33 groups that developed 57 different courses in all the military services noted a similar variety of problems. In this study, Vineberg and Joyner (1980) reported that the job-relevance was often ignored and that previously existing instruction was used as a starting point for course development. Instructional methods were selected not because they were effective and efficient, but because they existed. Similarly, tests to measure job-related learning were limit= to what could, rather than what should, be tested. Evaluation of training, according to Vineberg and Joyner, -5 -received little emphasis. Feedback systems from operational units concerning job competency of graduates were not well developed. As a result, training programs needed extensive tryouts and revision to make them effective.
These observations suggest that, at present, systematic methods for instructional design have not succeeded in attaining the goals of making training job-relevant, efficient, or costeffective. There are several reasons for this, including the skill of the personnel, the adequacy of the procedures, and the state of the underlying scie. title knowledge about how and why learning occurs from which to derive instructional prescriptions.
Current personnel who implement the ISD methods for military training are relatively untrained and inexperienced in teaching and training, and in the fundamental knowledge needed to determine the appropriate forms of instruction (Wetzel, Ellis, Wulfeck I Montague, 1982 . cf., Montemerlo & Tennyson, 1976 . In military organizations, training for instructors is brief and of questionable quality, turnover is high. Therefore, the development of instructional expertise is likely to be rare.
The procedures in recent guides for ISD are supposed to be prescriptive, and reduce the dependence on skill and knowledge about training design. However, the procedures specify 'what to do' in detail, but not 'how to do it,' let alone 'how to do it well. Although improvements can and are being made to the procedures to correct this problem (see e.g., Wulfeck, 1982, Montague, Ellis I Wulfeck, 1983) , it will take years to incorporate them into widespread use. Serious questions should be raised about what knowledge and skill is needed to follow instructional recipes.
Finally, the state of instructional and psychological science that provide the recipes or prescriptions for teaching does not suggest that their improvement will be rapid. Nor is it likely that artistry based on extensive training, knowledge and etpetience, can ever be eliminated completely. Most importantly, the scientific and theoreCcal foundation upon which instructional design and the development of instructional systems should be based is changing.
We have moved from a psychology dominated by behaviorism, to one that emphasizes the 6-8 importance of a person's cognition and knowledge in both learning and performing. This change ought to be reflected in both the techniques used for describing and analyzing tasks to be trained, and in the design prescriptions :..tr instructional interactions. But, while these changes may provide improvements over the older science, it will take a long time for them to be absorbed into the technology. Sone of this needed change in emphasis is described in the next sections.
Using Computers for Instruction
From the earliest availability of computers, interest in using them to support instruction has been high. During the late 1950's and early 1960's, programmed textbooks had been developed, and even 'teaching machine? were devised that used different varieties of pre:-gat:tuned instruction. It seems only natural, that as computers became more available, they were used to present the programmed material. The form of material was traditional text broken into 'frame? for study. Although programmed instruction originally required all-in answers, early attempts at computerizing this instruction typically used mult;ple-choice questions because computers cruld more easily.be programmed to score responses and branch students to segments of corrective feedback.
However, early computers were expensive to buy, to maintain, and to program. The high costs of preparing and maintaining computer systems led to a concern for large-scale implementations using many students to amortize the costs. From these efforts large scale systems such as PLATO and TICCIT were developed. During the later 1960's and into the 70's there was considerable hope that computer-based instruction would be widely adopted, and CBI was touted as a panacea that would revolutionize education. This led to a number of tests and evaluations of effectiveness, and to a grmaing concern with C0.43 as ;elated to gains in student learning, in learning time, or in reducing teacher load (increasing teacher effectiveness). Although substantial gains in performance were reported for CBI, it soon became apparent that these were obtained by the structuring and sequencing of the instruc-9 -7 -tion, and tying it to better specified., equirements, rather than to the use of computer-based presentations (Orlansky & String, 1980 .
Then, in the late 1970s, microcomputers appeared, and again, CBI was proclaimed as the cure for the ills of training and education. These systems are much more affordable, so that many people could begin to use them for instructional purposes. However, the scientific base
had not yet changed; the nodel for microcomputer-based ins_.uction was large-machine CBI.
There is a strong parallel to the ISO movement here: an implicit attempt has been made to shift the development responsibilities and costs for CBI to a broad base of 'users.' But, just as there is no 'cookbook' for doing good instructional development, there are no cookbooks for doing good instructional delivery via computer. The result is that in most existing CBI, instruction, is done as it could be done without the computer. Text is given for students to read. multiple-choice questions are then asked, answers chosen, then new materials are given if the answer is right. or review matter, if not. To be sure, newer CBI looks prettier: there is broad use of color, supposedly motivational tricks have been imported from video games, such as 'lists of high scorers,' or fancy graphic displays to proviCe reinforcement for correct responses, and systems that use menus seem to be 'user-friendly." But the fundamental design of CHI has not changed; it is still heavily 'programmed," heavily text based, and still relies on selected-response student interaction.
All of this is not to say that CBI cannot be effective. For certain kinds of instruction traditional CBI may be very appropriate. But there are at least three problems with the uncritical use of 'modern' microcomputer-based instructional systems: First, the computer is often relatively superfluous, the materials and testing on the computer carry the major instructional function; the computer simply delivers them and keeps records. In this form we
should not expect CBI to be much different from instructor-run versions of the same instruction, and test comparisons show no learning benefits (Oriansky & String, 1980) , although management efficiencies may occur. Second, the computer's capabill y to simulate tasks and problems, and carry on an intelligent interactive dialog with a student is seldom seen. And third, the developer. of micro-CBI have about as much training in the proper analysis, design, and development of instruction as other instructional developers today; that is, little or none.
Therefor .% the resulting CBI is elt likely to be much better than other versions of the instruction. The reasons for this state of affairs lie in the way in which CBI was tied to the programmed instruction movenent, in the lack of development of alternative instructional notions, in the difficulty in programming ...omputer sy.aems for simulation -liko instruction, and again most importantly, in the lack of an appropriate scientific.foundation for instructional development and delivery.
A Limited Setiatifit Foundation
In the 1950's and 60's behavioristic psychology was a predominant influence on instructional theory, and is still the predominant influence on derivative instructional technologies.
This psychology was analytic, believing that complex tasks could be broken into their more basic observable components. Then, events could be programmed to teach the components using principles derived from 'operant conditioning' (e.g., Taber, Glaser et. Schaefer, 1965) .
The 'laws of learning and instruction,' such as sequencing instruction step-by-step, allowing students to proceed at their own pace, providing frequent reinforcement and feedback for responding to promote learning, were derived in part from animal conditioning studies, but also from verbal I g experiments with humans. Because the predominant form of instruction for the past several hundred years had been through books or verbal lectures, and because of the 'verbal learning' emphasis in psychology, the resulting instructional delivery prescriptions tended to be concerned with presentation of textual information. And because Lear ly all of these studies involved the learning of simple procedures unconstrained by structural complexity, or the learning of verbal information intentionally designed to avoid structural relationships in the content to be learned, the resulting instructional :resign and delivery technologies did not include consideration of context, structure, or complexity. Both the bias toward text and the bias against contextual relatinnship; and structure became an implicit -9 -BEST COPY AVAILABLE foundation for both instructional design technology and CBI.
The Bias toward Text In Instruction
Part of the influence which determined the form of instruction ailopted by both ISD and traditional CBI was the bias toward the use of text for teaching (Olsen, 1977) . Instruction is cone by writtei test because it is triditiznal to do ea; and relatively easy to do in print ar on computers, and not because of any analysis of requirements that suggests that it is the most appropriate mans. Science textbooks have been criticized for many years as providing poor support for student learning of principles and concepts (Clisunpagne, Klopfer & Gunstooe, 1981) . They describe =suits and abstractions as facts, or theoretical statements to be memorized. The content is dccontextualized, and requires the student to provide much of the context from his/her own experience or imagination. Tht.s, text requires cora processing by the student to understand. It is often difficult to understand experiments, results, phenomena, and principles when they are described in text form. One has to imagine events, objects, will not differ much from what they would be in text form in a book, and therefore one should not expect any pin in Instructional effectiveness from computer presentation. The research literature shows this. As long as the instruction is text based, and teaching is to the sc.ae specifications, little or no difference is found (Orlansky & String, 1980) .
The alas against Context and Structure
The Lack of attention to performance context, content structure, conceptual interrelationships, and the tole of metaphor and analogy in learning and memory, also led to inadequa-cies in ISD, particularly in the analytic phase of that process. As mentioned above, the emphasis from behaviorism was on bits of observable performance. The view was that since structural or contextual aspects of knowledge were not observable in task performance, they could not be reinforced, and therefore need not be considered during instructional programming. This led to a task analysis method which analyzed complicated performance into series of observable simpler sub-performances. In the hands of untrained 1SD and CBI praciiiiouers,  this meant that more and more trivial but observable performances were identified as enabling prerequisites for complex skill. In general, the tendency was to identify observable step-bystep performances, rather than to try to figure out how to make the more important cognitive processet observable.
It is interesting to note that the text bias also places limitations on what is designed into and 4nstruction. This point was made by Bunderson et a!, (1981) recently. They suggested that rt.; :.f.xt bias, or 'lexical bias' limits the approach to instructional design and development and the specification of performance objectives. The idea is that performance objectives described in words (in a particular format) lead naturally to testing in words in a paper and pencil format and lead to the derivation of similarly limited instruction. The implication is that this approach restricts the instructional methods used and can actually make it less like the actual tasks to be learned.
In general then, instructional technology today is based on a tradition of behaviorism, together with the implicit biases described. 
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Rope for an Improved Scientific Foundation
Aside from the programmed instruction movement, there were developments in education that were of less importance to CBI initially, but are much more important today. Bruner (1964) in discUssing the elements of instruction also talked of analysis, structuring and sequencing the materials and providing feedback to students. However, he emphasized the importance of the structure and form of knowledge. the (mental) representation of the knowledge the student learned, and the influence the representation had on the student's performance. This view has been expanded and is now an important part of cognitive science (Norman. 1980 interact with the structure of the information to be learned (e.g., Anderson, 1977; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Schenk, 1980; Schenk & Abelson, 1977; Chiesi, et al, 1979) . Review of the literature on cognitive analysis indicates that the design of the instructional presentation must be concerned with the mapping between what the learner already understands and the structure of the task/material to be learned. This is nteded to help the student apprehend the material, and probably will be dependent on the student's familiarity with the representational form. Since familiarity with the representational form is important, it seems likely that the representation appropriate at early stages in learning might have to be quite different from that appropriate at later stages.
Research on problem soiving also reveals the importance of representation and structure.
The quality of a person's representation of the problem determines the adequacy of the solution (e.g., Greeno, 1977 , Hayes & Simony-I976, Simon & Simon, 1978 . Novices and experts differ in aspects of their approaches to problem solutions, primarily in the level of strategic knowledge applied (e.g., Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981) . It is suggested that some of this knowledge can be used to structure procedures to guide novices in problem solutions (Reif, 1979; Reif & Heller, 1982) , and this has been shown to produce substantial improvements Ll performance (Heller & Reif, 1982) . Thus, this research also seems likeiy to contrib.ste to instructional techniques.
Considerable research has studied the role of spatial representations and imagery in learning, memory and performance. For example, when told to imagine visual scenes or places, subjects learn arbitrary lists of words faster (Bawer, 1970 , Paivio, 1972 . The 'vividness' of stories enhance learning (Montague & Carter, 1974) . The research suggests that imagery is powerful for learning and remembering arbitrary materials, but little systematic 15 work has been done with more complicated subject matter or tasks. It seems ',alike!), that visualization will play the same role in learning complicated tasks. However, when it is important to know a special environment, experience with it, or with one similar to it, may be important (Attneave, 1974) . Graphical representations of such environments may be important ways to assist in instruction.
Recent research on analogical representations shows promise for assisting instructional design. It is common practice to introduce a new topic by analogy to a familiar domain. The real question is how to choose an appropriate or good analogy. Should we rely on tradition or experts for their derivation or must we structure them appropriately for the limited understanding of novices? Analogies that elicit erroneous inferences can interfere with learning (Gentner, 1980; Gentner & Gentner, 1982; Riley, 1981 Riley, , 1982 . Animated visual analogies have been suggested as important in teaching invisible nrocr-sses, or in understanding complex sequences of events in science (Rigney & Lutz, 1974) . By providing an interactive, visual representation that can direct the student's attention to particular aspects of the process as it occurs provides a means of conveying dynamic changes in events that would otherwise be very difficult to convey (Forbus, 1981) .
A representation may be described as a set of propositions about the subject matter, stated in visual terms, not verbal. It is a pictorial abstraction which visually symbolizes the critical, relevant attributes of the processes or concepts being communicated to the learner (Rigney and Lutz, 1974,) . To be useful or effective a representation of this type must possess these characteristics: (1) correct representation of relevant aspects of objects or relations, (2) recognizable or understandable by the learner, (3) unambiguous, and (4) provide the basis for straightforward transfer to the later task (Arnheim, 1969; Riley, 1981) .
Translating this Foundation Into a Technology.
All of this recent work suggests that guidance can be found to structure instructional information and interactions to promote learning. A primary idea is that CBI needs instructional task fidelity (Semple, et al, 1981) . This requires that the faro of the presentation be understandable to the learner, that conditions be provided which support student learning, and that misunderstandings be detectable by testing.
Instructional task fidelity requires both the design of the appropriate representation(s) for learning, and the inclusion of the necessary Earning principles that support acquisition. A major difficulty is that such design is based on learning/cognition task analysis procedures which are not yet well developed, especially for complicated tasks involving decision making and problem analysis. Bunderson, et al (1981) suggest that the derivation of 'Work Models' which are simulations of the terminal task(s) to be learned proide a means of improving the specification of performance objectives. Such an approach calls for designing an interactive setting where the student can converse in newly learned vocabulary, use the appropriate concepts, perform the appropriate procedures, make predictions and solve representative problems. But to do this, systematic development of prescriptive techniques is needed. The final skills to be learned need to be specified in terms of task performance, the performance conditions, and performance standards. Also, the steps involved in apprehending the skill need to be identified. This would include the representaliqn(s) appropriate for the learner's competency level. Then these can be implemented into interactive CBI systems utilizing the powerful tools being developed in computer and cognitive science.
It seems likely that these general categories represent \t he major conditions needed for designing interactive instruction. What is uncertain is whether a prescriptive design technology will develop quickly from this general perspective. Much basic information is needed, and recommendations need to be tested to provide a better knoWledge base for a technology.
What seems apparent is that by focusing design considerations on work or task representstions, learning situations are likely to be more effective than otherwise. It is also apparent that to do this is difficult and labor intensive. It requires considerable task knowledis\and attention to the analysis of students' cognitive processes. It requires knowledrysnct OM in computer science to build and use tools for implementing interactive ntations. This will require a teat, each -member of which is skilled in appropri areas of computer science, cognitive science and instructional science.
Examples of Interactive CBI and Design Aids
It seems likely that the knowledge about student representations and problem solving "will be combined with the capabilities in hardware and software to develop more simulationlike iteractions for CBI. The use of such simulations is increasing rapidly, partly because of cost reductions, and partly because of the face validity of the simulations themselves. There are two developments in recent cognitive science and computer technologies that are examples to show how interactive CBI can be designs.-fi, and provide tools to help: (a) 'Generative' or Intelligent" CBI, and (b) computing aids or tools for instructional design and development.
Each of these will be discussed briefly.
Examples of Generative and InteWgent CBI
Generative CBI represents a departure from the bulk of instructional interactions currently available on computer systems familiar to most people. The idea is that the instruction is geuerated through interaction between some content or knowledge base, and programs that incorporate teaching methods, e.g., an instruction manager, and a monitor of the student's progress with the material to be learned. The subject matter and the instructional methods are, therefore, separate programs. The interactions are not prestructured combinations of material and instructional strategy in the usual Programmed Instruction sense.
The difference between generative and intelligent CBI resides primarily in how extensive the programs are that support instruction. Intelligent CBI contains (a) a 'content model' or 'model of the expert' which allows the computer to predict problem solutions that can be compared with a student's for comment, (b) a 'tutor model' which provides for interactive questioning or demonstration as appropriate, and (c) a 'student model' provides 1 way for the program to compare particular students' interactions with those expected and monitor student progress through the content. Intelligent CBI has the goal of making the instruction resemble the interactions between a tutor and a pupil. In the e temples to be discussed, techniques for representing the content os4asks tc be :earned are separated from techniques that represent the 'theory' of teaching. The advantages are that both systems can be refined independently and the system can be responsive to student idiosyncracies(see, e.g., Brown & Sleeman, 1981, and Clancey, 1981 for more extensive discussion).
Generative CBI An example of generative CBI has been developed at the Navy Personnel Resenr=n 111,2
Development Center under the direction of Dr. James Ho Ilan (Crawford & Hollan, 1983) .
The particular content is factual information about Naval ships: their characteristics, their capabilities, and their weaponry. This knowledge base is important fundamental knowledge for certain officers aboard ship. Experience with using semantic networks as representations of declarative knowledge, plus the development of programming methods that allow structuring such networks in computer memory led to the development of ways of putting the content into a microcomputer. Then, management programs were constructed to search through the knowledge base for related items. Using these programs, a tutorial interface to the student was developed which uses a variety of games like 'Twenty Question? or 'Jeopardy" or 'Flash-card' (McCandless, 1981) . The modularity of this approach allows the retrieval management programs and the game interfaces to be independent of the particular content.
Other content can be (and has been) substituted.
Intelligent tutoring
Intelligent CBI adds considerably to the capabilities available in generative CBI. It builds upon the knowledge acquired about computer modeling and graphics to build running models of systems or other complicated knowledge bases. It includes models of experts to test or evaluate student answers, models of tutoring to provide interactive response to student queries and answers, and interactively builds a representation of a student to allow shaping the topics covered by the tutor to those appropriate for the student.
This approach leads to a qualitatively different form of training. Dr. Malian and his group have undertaken to develop 'STEAMER' as a prototype. This effort represents the state of the art in Intelligent CBI (Ho Hal, Williams & Stevens, 1980 This work combines several technological developments and areas of research. First are the computer and numerical modeling techniques needed to build a portable simulation system. Important contributions come from developments in student modeling, knowledge representation systems, and qualitative reasoning Williams, Ho llan and Stevens, 1983) . Student modeling techniques make it possible to do more than just correct errors. By using accu-. mutated evidence about student misconceptions the system will provide tutorial assistance to help him/her understand the nature of the error. Knowledge representation techniques make it possible for STEAMER to teach the student about generic systems and procedures, and show how they apply to the specific systems he/she must operate (Stevens & Roberts, 1983) .
Recent formalization of qualitative reasoning enables the development of modeling techniques
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-19 -re BEST COPY AVAILABLE to represent the conceptual relationships that form the basis of an expert's knowledge of the operation of complex systems. These techniques make it possible for STEAMER to generate and communicate to the learner the causal relations between changing events in the propulsion plant (Stevens, Roberts, Stead, Forbus, Steinberg, & Smith, 1982) . It should be noted that the interactive tature of generic or intelligent CBI systems require a powerful, dedicated computer system rather than one shared; by a nurlber of users.
Alds for the Design of nterective Instruction:
On the basis of the research literature and theorizing about how students represent materials, processes, prOcedures to themselves, it seems apparent that we can predict generally that computer -based interactive, graphical systems will importantly advance instructional effectiveness. Considerable work is needed to develop and refine the analytic techniques that serve as a basis for designing representations, but the basis is there. Another line of development is needed before it will be possible to implement such representations in interactive computer systems. These are user, or author or teacher 'tools.' They allow the author to develop computer-run representations of tasks thaj permit diagnostic assessment of student interactions, and permit revision with relative ease.
There are two primary kinds of developments taking place that exemplify such tools.
First, there are aids to instructional design and development that include advisers or critics to assist developers in their work. The model for these are developments like the 'Programmer's Workbench' or 'Writer's Workbench' both developed at Bell Laboratories, or modern LISP programming environments. These tools or environments include task managers, programming aids, editors optimized for particular programming languages, help facilities, program debuggers, interactive text analyzers and spelling correctors, document preparation tools, and drivers for high-quality printers and phototypesetters. A similar set of tools should be provided for designers and developers of instruction.
Second, there are byproducts of the work in developments like STEAMER that provide powerful ways for leis experienced persons (in computer programming) to develop interactive, graphical representations for teaching. One of the powerful facilities developed in thc STEA-MER project is a graphics editor which enables instructional programmers and subject matter specialists to build and try out new representations for instruction with a fraction of the effort needed heretofore. In this/ editor a number of objects (e.g. gauges, controls) is shown in a menu form. The instructor can select an object from the menu, and can indicate wnere he wants it put on the color graphics screen. He or she can select a number of objects for a new representation, connected by appropriate pipes and valves. More importantly, the user also has access to "taps," which are links to the value:, in the mathematical model that are translated into the appropriate value or representation to be shown, e.g., a dial reading, state (on-off), or flow-rate. The instructor is not creating static pages to be displayed to a student, but instead, dynamic representations of the state of a working system. With this tool, entirely new displays can be designed in a very short time. By providing general tools for the generation cf computer-based interactive instruction considerable amounts of time and labor can be saved and lavished on the instructional interactions and error detection. Discussion of other tools for generating graphics are contained in Freeman (1980) , and Bark (1981) includes a discussion of interactive instruction by means of computer systems as well as aids for authoring.
It is clear that research on mental representations and the analytic procedures developed in that research have important ideas for instructional design and for the implementation of interactive CBI. Concentration on the design of interactive representations, and the utilization of powerful computer programming tools will help break the text bias of CBI. 'This should result in gains in instructional effectiveness. By designing appropriate representations that are task simulations, learning cnn be more rapid and long lasting. Although these conclusions are hopeful, it is apparent that procedures will have to be developed to guide the design of interactive simulations as well as systematic evaluation of the underlying principles.. Therefore, more formal development of the principles is needed. In order to accomplish this, an intensive research effort is required.
BEST COPY AMUR, c Providing Widespread Distribution
If CBI programs for microcomputers are to be incorporated into instructional programs the decision to ale them needs to be guided by knowledge and analysis of how and why they were developed, whether their objectives meet current needs, and evidence of their effectiveness. Because programs or courseware purchased off-the-shelf often lack information about their purpose and effectiveness, their introduction may actually interfere with or reduce the quality of instructional programs. In our view, the major problem with the implementation of traditional CBI is that prospective users are unaware of the limitations of current techniques or programs. The tendency is to buy a particular program usually on the basis of its supposed manageabaity, its publicity, or its cosmetics, then apply it uncritically.
Even if requirements for instruction are carefully identified, and instruction has been well designed, CBI may or may not be the best or only method to deliver it. There may be perfectly good reasons to use a computer to replace a proctor, to deliver pencil and paper tests, to present written text; to guide students through a workbook, to provide extra practice, For constructing new instructional programs, the primary problem is in controlling the quality of the ISO proems. And here, computer use makes things more complicated, because additional attention must be given during the analysis and development phases to instructional logic (which the teacher normally does), to planning the student-computer interaction and interface, to the types Id-Usti:dein*. response data required, to the schoolhouse utilization and maintainability of the hardware and software, and to a variety of other issues. In addition, teachers need to be able to modify programs, and must learn to use systems if they develop instruction or even to use canned programs. All of this provides a substantial training problem, both in computer use, and in programming instruction.
So far. the message has been pessimistic. Because we don't seem to be able to control instructional quality on a large scale, the mere availability of computers or computer-based lessons won't rapidly bring about significant advancement, and will probcbly complicate and increase the expense of instructional development.
What Needs to be Done to Obtain Quality Improvement?
We have repeatedly made the point that computers and CBI software should not be bought with the expectation that they will solve today's instructional problems. Instead, CBI programs must be built explicitly to teach, and this means that some form of ISD must be performed. That is why this paper includes both ISD and CBI as topics; for quality, they can't be separated. Moreover, if the quality of ISD is not improved, then CBI will only improve through sporadic artistry. Therefore, in our view, two developments are neeassary, automated aids for ISD, and a coherent software distribution and maintenance system. Automated Aids far Instructional Design and Development.
The continued lack of progress with ISD implementaton seems due to the variable quality of those doing the implementation, and the lack of 'how to do procedures in usable forms. Since added proceduralization is unlikely to be useful , it is necessary to provide job aids. In paper form job aids can help, but too much still depends on learning by the developers and there is little time or resources for this. Computer based aids to authoring instruction can make substantial differences in the quality of instruction whether it is on-line or off-line, and of course in the efficiency of ISD.
BEST COPY AVAILABIF BEST COPY AVAILABLE
The earlier description of the ISD process gave no indication of record-keeping requiremeats, although formidable record-keeping problems exist. A typical military training program has hundreds or sometimes even thousands of learning objectives, which must be developed, cross-referenced, tested, and taught. For example, about 7,000 learning objectives are contained in the training program for P-3 aircraft crews (Daubek, et al, 1980) . Records also cover a wide variety of other ISD activities such as generating test items, choosing alternative training media and strategies, evaluating graduates, and revising courses.
More importantly, computerized ISD aiding systems can not only assist with these record-keeping problems, they can facilitate the development process itself by providing guidance for test and instructional development and similar tasks. Moreover, computer-based systems can insure that guidance is followed by monitoring and evaluating developers' performance, especially by forcing attention to the delivery options available and the trade -offs among them, and by assisting developers as th:y proceed. Computer systems can also provide training for instructional developers, who can fit it into their work schedules. Finally these systems are essential for aiding implementation and utilization of CBI. Today, most CBI users such as teachers, school boards., military training activities, and businesses want the ability to customize and adapt instructional software. They cannot do this unless tools are available for modification and refinement of CBI programs.
The most desirable reason for using computer tools, however, is that the modern design and development tools described earlier in this paper, such as an Instructim.,1 Developer's Workbench' or the STEAMER graphics editor, can be incorporated into the ISD process.
This provides the only mechanism whereby developing science can improve day-to-day practice. Computer-based author aids, then, must be developed to support both ISD for CBI and utilization of CBI.
Improved Distribution and Maintenance of CBI Programs. A quality assurance process including software-engineering standards and instructional quality standards that computer-based educational applications programs should be required to meet for acceptance into the system library is being prepared.
Another major task is to design, develop, and write "authoring' support programs which enable instructional-content specialists who are not computer programmers to enter instructional content to the appropriate database for each of the software programs developed.
These authoring programs will take the form of "authoring environment? which provide support for users for database construction and entry. The authoring programs will meet the following design goals:
Uniformity of User Interaction: The programs will be designed so that commands, file naming conventions, initiation, file saving or archiving, etc. are the same for all tasks.
The same editor will be used for all database construction, entry, and maintenance tasks, although there may be some task-specific commands.
On -Line Documentation: On-line documentation, helps, command prompts, etc. will be available. On-line (and hard-copy) examples will be provided.
Archive and Back-Up Facilities: Easy-to-use archive and back-up methods will be provided.
On-Line Input Checking: The programs will Include on-line facilities for checking the form and syntax of user entries.
Debugging Tools: Easy-to-use facilities for checking the correctness of user-entered databases will be provided. There may take the form of facilities for simulating student inputs during program operation, and displaying the results to the author.
Videodisc Preparation: Methods to assist in videodisc preparation,' such as frame-number recordkeeping, simulating videodisc displays with videotape, assistance in frame sequencing to minimize disc access time, etc., will be provided.
A fourth task is to design, develop, and write instructional management programs for each of the instructional programs in the library. These programs will allow instructors who are not computer programmers to track student progress through the instructional programs,
and to obtain data concerning student performance.
Finally, the effort involves developing a user training course to instruct users who are not computer programmers in the operation of all software developed. Training materials will include operations aids and manuals for all software, and a decision aid to assist users in determining which of the CBI systems is most appropriate for their particular instructional needs. This development will include validation of the training materials by providing training to a selected number of users in the operation of the system, including database construction.
In general, efforts like TRIADS are essential if CBI is to be widely implemented, and again, provide a more straightforward vehicle for evolution of the scientific base into practice.
Conclusion
History shows that educational innovations in this century go through a peculiar threestage Life cycle (Montetnerio & Tennyson, 1976; Campbell, 1971) . In the first stage, advocates of an innovation proclaim its usefulness and its success. In stage two, many people are attracted to the innovation, and begin using it. Then, widespread implementation is attempted, often without sufficient planning for use, or training for intended users. The final stage, however, is one of growing skepticism and criticism of the innovation's adequacy as its shortcomings are discovered through experience. Because this criticism comes late in the process, it does not help improve the technique, but rather hastens its abandonment in favor of yet another innovation. The process then begins anew.
Whatever the causes of the cycleand some theorists believe they are political and social (e.g., Montetnerio, 1979b)the effect is that when an educational innovation is introduced, its proponents suppress constructive criticism as they nurture and protect their 'brain child? The danger is that ISD and CBIwhich have enjoyed their days of advocacy and are now somewhere between phase two of widespread use, and phase three of gray/4:2g skepticismmay share the fate of so many other innovations.
As ISD moves into the criticism phase of its life cycle, it still retains much of its early promise. ISD has made progress in developing techniques to make training more job-relevant.
As we saw however, problems exist in successfully implementing these techniques. The process of designing any instruction including CBI depends on the expertise of the persons designing and developing the system. A large part of this expertise depends on their skill in analyzing tasks, knowledge in the cognitive science background for instructional psychology, and how CBI can be integrated into instructional programs. In addition, in cases where new material is not being developed but purchased, evaluation of its quality is essential. Although there is general agreement that systematic methods for instructional design and development are a good idea, they have not yet been successful in improving training on a large scale. This failure stems from a less-than-adequate state of knowledge about human learning and instruction, as well as our inability to provide recipes for training development that untrained people can follow.
The availability of relatively cheap computer power and its frequent purchase by schools have led people to tout microcomputers as the solution to the problem of quality in education and training. We feel that this is misleading. Microcomputer CBI use is 'another' panacea for educational problems that is lamely to follow earlier ones. Panaceas'ilte tais often fail because they don't address the real ingredients for successful instruction or the problems of 2s .3 0 large-scale implementation. The quality of instruction depends on a combination of factors: the analysis of the need for the instruction and the specification of what students are to learn from it, the care taken in the design of instructional interactions, their ability to support learning, and the capability of the computer-based system to incorporate the characteristics needed for instruction. Additionally, quality is often dependent on how tivt CBI is integrated into the instructional program.
Therefore, the prospects for attaining large increments in instructional effectiveness, depend not on the availability of computing power or even computer programming, but on our understanding of instructional psychology and cognitive science, on the use of programming strategies developing in computer science which will lead to more powerful forms of instruction heretofore impossible, and on our ability to implement their prescriptions on any scale large enough to make a difference. These, however, will not be widely applicable for some time to come. Methods and trained people for carrying out the necessary design, development, implementation, and quality assurance will take time to develop.
In order to break this cycle of panaceas, we must recognize the scientific and theoretical base underlying.learning and instruction, end, as in the rest of the sciences, adopt a longerterm evolutionary view. Progress comes very rarely from an overnight revolution. Instead scientific and technical progress comes from incremental additions to the knowledge base, and incremental applications of technology.
The potential for improving the quality of instruction is here. But interest in the issues that we raise, and support for the research, development, management and implementation of modern instructional design and CBI must be developed. We are optimistic that progress will be made, but we do not expect it to be rapid or revolutionary.
